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Shatter The Plateau

Day 1
Exercise Name: Straight Leg Lifts (3 exercises)
Overview: These are all straight leg exercises used in a warmup for hydro
training. There are three exercises listed below.
Exercise Name: Explosive Lateral Legs, (12, 10, 8, 6, 12)
Exercise Description: Standing in at least hip deep water along the edge of
the pool, hold the side of the pool with both hands while moving one leg
laterally (sideways) as high as possible and explosively. Then lower the leg
back to the start position. Repeat as needed.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: This exercise isolates the abductor muscle
plus benefits with resistance from the water. This exercise is low impact.
Abductor muscles benefit jumping higher not just in the jump, but by
adding dynamic energy into a moving approach before jumping.
Exercise Name: Explosive Front Legs, (12, 10, 8, 6, 12)
Exercise Description: Standing in at least hip deep water along the edge
of the pool, hold the side of the pool with one hand while moving one leg
forward and upward as high as possible and explosively. Then lower the leg
back to the start position. Repeat as needed.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: This exercise isolates the quads muscles
plus benefits with resistance from the water. This exercise is low impact.
Quadriceps muscles benefit jumping higher not just in the jump, but by
adding dynamic energy into a moving approach before jumping.

Exercise Name: Explosive Back Legs, (12, 10, 8, 6, 12)
Exercise Description: Standing in at least hip deep water along the edge
of the pool, hold the side of the pool with one hand while moving one leg
backward and upward as high as possible and explosively. Then lower the
leg back to the start position. Repeat as needed.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: This exercise isolates the posterior chain
of muscles plus benefits with resistance from the water. This exercise is low
impact. Posterior chain muscles benefit jumping higher not just in the
jump, but by adding dynamic energy into a moving approach before
jumping.

Exercise Name: 1-2-3 Warmup
Exercise Description: Three steps, the first two are normal and the third
you leap up and forward out of the water. The third step should be very
explosive compared to the first two steps.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: The full body water resistance is
beneficial to muscle confusion. Being in the water allows the joints to mend
and thicken because it is a very low impact environment. The exercise itself
requires one to dynamically spring and jump, but in a foreign environment.
This full body jumping benefits jumping higher mainly because you are
having to jump with your whole body. This exercise is also an excellent way
to warm up before a hydro workout.
Exercise Name: Shallow Single Leg Jumps
Exercise Description: In hip deep water, balance on one leg, squat down
and then explosively jump up.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: The full body water resistance is
beneficial to muscle confusion. Being in the water allows the joints to mend
and thicken because it is a very low impact environment. The exercise itself
isolates one leg, therefore targeting one leg at a time. This allows the
weaker leg of the two to benefit more than from a two legged jump. Even

though this is jumping off one leg, the entire body is meeting resistance,
therefore benefiting immensely.
Exercise Name: Single Leg Butt Kickers
Exercise Description: Balance on the ball of 1 foot while holding the
other foot in the air. In a single explosive movement with the foot on the
ground, bring it up behind you slapping the heel against your buttocks,
then land on the same foot. Avoid landing on the heel of the foot as this will
jar the joints unnecessarily over time. Repeat until you taper. Taper means
when a rep is not as explosive as the previous rep. Remember how many
reps you do the first set for each leg. When the number of reps in
subsequent sets drops to about half that of the first set, then that is the final
set for both legs.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: Single leg butt kickers in the water are
more forgiving with respect to having to bring the leg from the ground up,
hit the heel against your gluteus, and return to the ground to land. In water,
you have all that resistance of the water making it really tough to hit your
gluteus with the heel—even though you have plenty of time to land between
reps.
Exercise Name: Double Leg Shallow Water Jumps
Exercise Description: Stand in hip deep water and crouch down.
Explosively jump upwards and land with both legs.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: This is a game-like jump exercise in a
foreign training environment. This can help athletes find their most
efficient positioning of jump movement naturally. The more one is
streamlined in the water, the less resistance. Streamlining in water means
keeping one’s spine more aligned and movements more economical, all of
which benefit jumping higher on land.

Exercise Name: Deep Water Block Jumps
Exercise Description: Stand in shoulder deep water and crouch down.
Explosively jump upwards and land with both legs.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: This is a game-like jump exercise in a
foreign training environment. This can help athletes find their most
efficient positioning of jump movement naturally. The more one is
streamlined in the water, the less resistance. Streamlining in water means
keeping one’s spine more aligned and movements more economical, all of
which benefit jumping higher on land. In addition, the shoulder deep water
is exceptional for keeping an athlete in low impact conditions while adding
more resistance.

Day 2
Exercise Name: Straight Leg Lifts (3 exercises)
Overview: These are all straight leg exercises used in a warmup for hydro
training. There are three exercises listed below.
Exercise Name: Explosive Lateral Legs, (12, 10, 8, 6, 12)
Exercise Description: Standing in at least hip deep water along the edge of
the pool, hold the side of the pool with both hands while moving one leg
laterally (sideways) as high as possible and explosively. Then lower the leg
back to the start position. Repeat as needed.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: This exercise isolates the abductor muscle
plus benefits with resistance from the water. This exercise is low impact.
Abductor muscles benefit jumping higher not just in the jump, but by
adding dynamic energy into a moving approach before jumping.
Exercise Name: Explosive Front Legs, (12, 10, 8, 6, 12)
Exercise Description: Standing in at least hip deep water along the edge
of the pool, hold the side of the pool with one hand while moving one leg

forward and upward as high as possible and explosively. Then lower the leg
back to the start position. Repeat as needed.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: This exercise isolates the quads muscles
plus benefits with resistance from the water. This exercise is low impact.
Quadriceps muscles benefit jumping higher not just in the jump, but by
adding dynamic energy into a moving approach before jumping.
Exercise Name: Explosive Back Legs, (12, 10, 8, 6, 12)
Exercise Description: Standing in at least hip deep water along the edge
of the pool, hold the side of the pool with one hand while moving one leg
backward and upward as high as possible and explosively. Then lower the
leg back to the start position. Repeat as needed.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: This exercise isolates the posterior chain
of muscles plus benefits with resistance from the water. This exercise is low
impact. Posterior chain muscles benefit jumping higher not just in the
jump, but by adding dynamic energy into a moving approach before
jumping.

Exercise Name: 1-2-3 Warmup
Exercise Description: Three steps, the first two are normal and the
third you leap up and forward out of the water. The third step should be
very explosive compared to the first two steps.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: The full body water resistance is
beneficial to muscle confusion. Being in the water allows the joints to mend
and thicken because it is a very low impact environment. The exercise itself
requires one to dynamically spring and jump, but in a foreign environment.
This full body jumping benefits jumping higher mainly because you are
having to jump with your whole body. This exercise is also an excellent way
to warm up before a hydro workout.
Exercise Name: Shallow Single Leg Jumps
Exercise Description: In hip deep water, balance on one leg, squat down
and then explosively jump up.

Benefits to Jumping Higher: The full body water resistance is
beneficial to muscle confusion. Being in the water allows the joints to mend
and thicken because it is a very low impact environment. The exercise itself
isolates one leg, therefore targeting one leg at a time. This allows the
weaker leg of the two to benefit more than from a two legged jump. Even
though this is jumping off one leg, the entire body is meeting resistance,
therefore benefiting immensely.
Exercise Name: Single Leg Butt Kickers
Exercise Description: Balance on the ball of 1 foot while holding the
other foot in the air. In a single explosive movement with the foot on the
ground, bring it up behind you slapping the heel against your buttocks,
then land on the same foot. Avoid landing on the heel of the foot as this will
jar the joints unnecessarily over time. Repeat until you taper. Taper means
when a rep is not as explosive as the previous rep. Remember how many
reps you do the first set for each leg. When the number of reps in
subsequent sets drops to about half that of the first set, then that is the final
set for both legs.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: Single leg butt kickers in the water are
more forgiving with respect to having to bring the leg from the ground up,
hit the heel against your gluteus, and return to the ground to land. In water,
you have all that resistance of the water making it really tough to hit your
gluteus with the heel—even though you have plenty of time to land between
reps.
Exercise Name: Kangaroo Jumps
Exercise Description: This is a two legged continuous jumping
movement, up and forward. Think of this as a sprint while jumping. It is
also great to do this exercise competitively when you have multiple athletes
training at the same time.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: The full body water resistance is
beneficial to muscle confusion. Being in the water allows the joints to mend
and thicken because it is a very low impact environment. Competitive
training can bring out 2 to 3 times as much effort from an athlete. Jumping

with the entire body in a sprint pushes an athlete into sustained fast twitch,
but sustained for only 1 length of the pool to keep it anaerobic.
Exercise Name: Double Leg Shallow Water Jumps
Exercise Description: Stand in hip deep water and crouch down.
Explosively jump upwards and land with both legs.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: This is a game-like jump exercise in a
foreign training environment. This can help athletes find their most
efficient positioning of jump movement naturally. The more one is
streamlined in the water, the less resistance. Streamlining in water means
keeping one’s spine more aligned and movements more economical, all of
which benefit jumping higher on land.

Exercise Name: Deep Water Block Jumps
Exercise Description: Stand in shoulder deep water and crouch down.
Explosively jump upwards and land with both legs.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: This is a game-like jump exercise in a
foreign training environment. This can help athletes find their most
efficient positioning of jump movement naturally. The more one is
streamlined in the water, the less resistance. Streamlining in water means
keeping one’s spine more aligned and movements more economical, all of
which benefit jumping higher on land. In addition, the shoulder deep water
is exceptional for keeping an athlete in low impact conditions while adding
more resistance.
Exercise Name: Kangaroo Jumps
Exercise Description: This is a two legged continuous jumping
movement, up and forward. Think of this as a sprint while jumping. It is
also great to do this exercise competitively when you have multiple athletes
training at the same time.

Benefits to Jumping Higher: The full body water resistance is
beneficial to muscle confusion. Being in the water allows the joints to mend
and thicken because it is a very low impact environment. Competitive
training can bring out 2 to 3 times as much effort from an athlete. Jumping
with the entire body in a sprint pushes an athlete into sustained fast twitch,
but sustained for only 1 length of the pool to keep it anaerobic.
Exercise Name: Speed Skater
Exercise Description: Standing on the bottom of the pool in shallow
water, begin by stepping with the left leg forward and to the left. Upon
landing, leap with the right leg forward and to the right. Repeat.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: This exercise works muscles all around
the legs. In addition, the upper body meeting resistance adds additional
resistance for the legs to overcome.

Day 3
Exercise Name: Straight Leg Lifts (3 exercises)
Overview: These are all straight leg exercises used in a warmup for hydro
training. There are three exercises listed below.
Exercise Name: Explosive Lateral Legs, (12, 10, 8, 6, 12)
Exercise Description: Standing in at least hip deep water along the edge of
the pool, hold the side of the pool with both hands while moving one leg
laterally (sideways) as high as possible and explosively. Then lower the leg
back to the start position. Repeat as needed.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: This exercise isolates the abductor muscle
plus benefits with resistance from the water. This exercise is low impact.
Abductor muscles benefit jumping higher not just in the jump, but by
adding dynamic energy into a moving approach before jumping.
Exercise Name: Explosive Front Legs, (12, 10, 8, 6, 12)

Exercise Description: Standing in at least hip deep water along the edge
of the pool, hold the side of the pool with one hand while moving one leg
forward and upward as high as possible and explosively. Then lower the leg
back to the start position. Repeat as needed.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: This exercise isolates the quads muscles
plus benefits with resistance from the water. This exercise is low impact.
Quadriceps muscles benefit jumping higher not just in the jump, but by
adding dynamic energy into a moving approach before jumping.
Exercise Name: Explosive Back Legs, (12, 10, 8, 6, 12)
Exercise Description: Standing in at least hip deep water along the edge
of the pool, hold the side of the pool with one hand while moving one leg
backward and upward as high as possible and explosively. Then lower the
leg back to the start position. Repeat as needed.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: This exercise isolates the posterior chain
of muscles plus benefits with resistance from the water. This exercise is low
impact. Posterior chain muscles benefit jumping higher not just in the
jump, but by adding dynamic energy into a moving approach before
jumping.

Exercise Name: 1-2-3 Warmup
Exercise Description: Three steps, the first two are normal and the
third you leap up and forward out of the water. The third step should be
very explosive compared to the first two steps.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: The full body water resistance is
beneficial to muscle confusion. Being in the water allows the joints to mend
and thicken because it is a very low impact environment. The exercise itself
requires one to dynamically spring and jump, but in a foreign environment.
This full body jumping benefits jumping higher mainly because you are
having to jump with your whole body. This exercise is also an excellent way
to warm up before a hydro workout.

Exercise Name: Pivot Jumps
Exercise Description: At one end of the pool, face the side of the pool
and crouch very low. Explosively jump upward, forward and pivot mid air
to land facing the other side of the pool. This should advance you down the
lane of the pool a bit. Each pivot is 180 degrees. Continue until you either
you have advanced 25 yards or your explosiveness tapers.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: The 180 degree movement up and
through the water produces excellent resistance training for the entire body
while in the act of jumping. Only training until your explosiveness tapers
also benefits jumping higher because you are only operating within your
capacity to explode without training to exhaustion.

Exercise Name: Shallow Single Leg Jumps
Exercise Description: In hip deep water, balance on one leg, squat down
and then explosively jump up.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: The full body water resistance is
beneficial to muscle confusion. Being in the water allows the joints to mend
and thicken because it is a very low impact environment. The exercise itself
isolates one leg, therefore targeting one leg at a time. This allows the
weaker leg of the two to benefit more than from a two legged jump. Even
though this is jumping off one leg, the entire body is meeting resistance,
therefore benefiting immensely.
Exercise Name: Single Leg Butt Kickers
Exercise Description: Balance on the ball of 1 foot while holding the
other foot in the air. In a single explosive movement with the foot on the
ground, bring it up behind you slapping the heel against your buttocks,
then land on the same foot. Avoid landing on the heel of the foot as this will
jar the joints unnecessarily over time. Repeat until you taper. Taper means
when a rep is not as explosive as the previous rep. Remember how many
reps you do the first set for each leg. When the number of reps in
subsequent sets drops to about half that of the first set, then that is the final
set for both legs.

Benefits to Jumping Higher: Single leg butt kickers in the water are
more forgiving with respect to having to bring the leg from the ground up,
hit the heel against your gluteus, and return to the ground to land. In water,
you have all that resistance of the water making it really tough to hit your
gluteus with the heel—even though you have plenty of time to land between
reps.
Exercise Name: Double Leg Shallow Water Jumps
Exercise Description: Stand in hip deep water and crouch down.
Explosively jump upwards and land with both legs.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: This is a game-like jump exercise in a
foreign training environment. This can help athletes find their most
efficient positioning of jump movement naturally. The more one is
streamlined in the water, the less resistance. Streamlining in water means
keeping one’s spine more aligned and movements more economical, all of
which benefit jumping higher on land.

Exercise Name: Kangaroo Jumps
Exercise Description: This is a two legged continuous jumping
movement, up and forward. Think of this as a sprint while jumping. It is
also great to do this exercise competitively when you have multiple athletes
training at the same time.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: The full body water resistance is
beneficial to muscle confusion. Being in the water allows the joints to mend
and thicken because it is a very low impact environment. Competitive
training can bring out 2 to 3 times as much effort from an athlete. Jumping
with the entire body in a sprint pushes an athlete into sustained fast twitch,
but sustained for only 1 length of the pool to keep it anaerobic.

Exercise Name: Deep Water Block Jumps
Exercise Description: Stand in shoulder deep water and crouch down.
Explosively jump upwards and land with both legs.

Benefits to Jumping Higher: This is a game-like jump exercise in a
foreign training environment. This can help athletes find their most
efficient positioning of jump movement naturally. The more one is
streamlined in the water, the less resistance. Streamlining in water means
keeping one’s spine more aligned and movements more economical, all of
which benefit jumping higher on land. In addition, the shoulder deep water
is exceptional for keeping an athlete in low impact conditions while adding
more resistance.

Exercise Name: Speed Skater
Exercise Description: Standing on the bottom of the pool in shallow
water, begin by stepping with the left leg forward and to the left. Upon
landing, leap with the right leg forward and to the right. Repeat.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: This exercise works muscles all around
the legs. In addition, the upper body meeting resistance adds additional
resistance for the legs to overcome.

Day 4
Exercise Name: Straight Leg Lifts (3 exercises)
Overview: These are all straight leg exercises used in a warmup for hydro
training. There are three exercises listed below.
Exercise Name: Explosive Lateral Legs, (12, 10, 8, 6, 12)
Exercise Description: Standing in at least hip deep water along the edge of
the pool, hold the side of the pool with both hands while moving one leg
laterally (sideways) as high as possible and explosively. Then lower the leg
back to the start position. Repeat as needed.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: This exercise isolates the abductor muscle
plus benefits with resistance from the water. This exercise is low impact.
Abductor muscles benefit jumping higher not just in the jump, but by
adding dynamic energy into a moving approach before jumping.

Exercise Name: Explosive Front Legs, (12, 10, 8, 6, 12)
Exercise Description: Standing in at least hip deep water along the edge
of the pool, hold the side of the pool with one hand while moving one leg
forward and upward as high as possible and explosively. Then lower the leg
back to the start position. Repeat as needed.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: This exercise isolates the quads muscles
plus benefits with resistance from the water. This exercise is low impact.
Quadriceps muscles benefit jumping higher not just in the jump, but by
adding dynamic energy into a moving approach before jumping.
Exercise Name: Explosive Back Legs, (12, 10, 8, 6, 12)
Exercise Description: Standing in at least hip deep water along the edge
of the pool, hold the side of the pool with one hand while moving one leg
backward and upward as high as possible and explosively. Then lower the
leg back to the start position. Repeat as needed.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: This exercise isolates the posterior chain
of muscles plus benefits with resistance from the water. This exercise is low
impact. Posterior chain muscles benefit jumping higher not just in the
jump, but by adding dynamic energy into a moving approach before
jumping.

Exercise Name: 1-2-3 Warmup
Exercise Description: Three steps, the first two are normal and the
third you leap up and forward out of the water. The third step should be
very explosive compared to the first two steps.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: The full body water resistance is
beneficial to muscle confusion. Being in the water allows the joints to mend
and thicken because it is a very low impact environment. The exercise itself
requires one to dynamically spring and jump, but in a foreign environment.
This full body jumping benefits jumping higher mainly because you are
having to jump with your whole body. This exercise is also an excellent way
to warm up before a hydro workout.

Exercise Name: Shallow Single Leg Jumps
Exercise Description: In hip deep water, balance on one leg, squat down
and then explosively jump up.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: The full body water resistance is
beneficial to muscle confusion. Being in the water allows the joints to mend
and thicken because it is a very low impact environment. The exercise itself
isolates one leg, therefore targeting one leg at a time. This allows the
weaker leg of the two to benefit more than from a two legged jump. Even
though this is jumping off one leg, the entire body is meeting resistance,
therefore benefiting immensely.
Exercise Name: Single Leg Butt Kickers
Exercise Description: Balance on the ball of 1 foot while holding the
other foot in the air. In a single explosive movement with the foot on the
ground, bring it up behind you slapping the heel against your buttocks,
then land on the same foot. Avoid landing on the heel of the foot as this will
jar the joints unnecessarily over time. Repeat until you taper. Taper means
when a rep is not as explosive as the previous rep. Remember how many
reps you do the first set for each leg. When the number of reps in
subsequent sets drops to about half that of the first set, then that is the final
set for both legs.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: Single leg butt kickers in the water are
more forgiving with respect to having to bring the leg from the ground up,
hit the heel against your gluteus, and return to the ground to land. In water,
you have all that resistance of the water making it really tough to hit your
gluteus with the heel—even though you have plenty of time to land between
reps.

Exercise Name: Double Leg Shallow Water Jumps
Exercise Description: Stand in hip deep water and crouch down.
Explosively jump upwards and land with both legs.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: This is a game-like jump exercise in a
foreign training environment. This can help athletes find their most

efficient positioning of jump movement naturally. The more one is
streamlined in the water, the less resistance. Streamlining in water means
keeping one’s spine more aligned and movements more economical, all of
which benefit jumping higher on land.

Exercise Name: Kangaroo Jumps
Exercise Description: This is a two legged continuous jumping
movement, up and forward. Think of this as a sprint while jumping. It is
also great to do this exercise competitively when you have multiple athletes
training at the same time.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: The full body water resistance is
beneficial to muscle confusion. Being in the water allows the joints to mend
and thicken because it is a very low impact environment. Competitive
training can bring out 2 to 3 times as much effort from an athlete. Jumping
with the entire body in a sprint pushes an athlete into sustained fast twitch,
but sustained for only 1 length of the pool to keep it anaerobic.
Exercise Name: Deep Water Block Jumps
Exercise Description: Stand in shoulder deep water and crouch down.
Explosively jump upwards and land with both legs.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: This is a game-like jump exercise in a
foreign training environment. This can help athletes find their most
efficient positioning of jump movement naturally. The more one is
streamlined in the water, the less resistance. Streamlining in water means
keeping one’s spine more aligned and movements more economical, all of
which benefit jumping higher on land. In addition, the shoulder deep water
is exceptional for keeping an athlete in low impact conditions while adding
more resistance.

Exercise Name: Speed Skater
Exercise Description: Standing on the bottom of the pool in shallow
water, begin by stepping with the left leg forward and to the left. Upon
landing, leap with the right leg forward and to the right. Repeat.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: This exercise works muscles all around
the legs. In addition, the upper body meeting resistance adds additional
resistance for the legs to overcome.

Day 5
Exercise Name: Straight Leg Lifts (3 exercises)
Overview: These are all straight leg exercises used in a warmup for hydro
training. There are three exercises listed below.
Exercise Name: Explosive Lateral Legs, (12, 10, 8, 6, 12)
Exercise Description: Standing in at least hip deep water along the edge of
the pool, hold the side of the pool with both hands while moving one leg
laterally (sideways) as high as possible and explosively. Then lower the leg
back to the start position. Repeat as needed.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: This exercise isolates the abductor muscle
plus benefits with resistance from the water. This exercise is low impact.
Abductor muscles benefit jumping higher not just in the jump, but by
adding dynamic energy into a moving approach before jumping.
Exercise Name: Explosive Front Legs, (12, 10, 8, 6, 12)
Exercise Description: Standing in at least hip deep water along the edge
of the pool, hold the side of the pool with one hand while moving one leg
forward and upward as high as possible and explosively. Then lower the leg
back to the start position. Repeat as needed.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: This exercise isolates the quads muscles
plus benefits with resistance from the water. This exercise is low impact.

Quadriceps muscles benefit jumping higher not just in the jump, but by
adding dynamic energy into a moving approach before jumping.

Exercise Name: Explosive Back Legs, (12, 10, 8, 6, 12)
Exercise Description: Standing in at least hip deep water along the edge
of the pool, hold the side of the pool with one hand while moving one leg
backward and upward as high as possible and explosively. Then lower the
leg back to the start position. Repeat as needed.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: This exercise isolates the posterior chain
of muscles plus benefits with resistance from the water. This exercise is low
impact. Posterior chain muscles benefit jumping higher not just in the
jump, but by adding dynamic energy into a moving approach before
jumping.

Exercise Name: 1-2-3 Warmup
Exercise Description: Step forward with one leg while keeping the back
leg’s knee locked. This gives a better stretch on the hip flexors, a muscle
used for jumping. Alternate steps forward, without the front knee moving
past the toes of the front foot. Travel about 10 yards doing this exercise.
Travel about 10 yards to complete this exercise.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: This type of lunge step warms up the
quads on the front leg, but also targets activating the hip flexor, an
important muscle for jumping higher.

Exercise Name: Pivot Jumps
Exercise Description: At one end of the pool, face the side of the pool
and crouch very low. Explosively jump upward, forward and pivot mid air
to land facing the other side of the pool. This should advance you down the
lane of the pool a bit. Each pivot is 180 degrees. Continue until you either
you have advanced 25 yards or your explosiveness tapers.

Benefits to Jumping Higher: The 180 degree movement up and
through the water produces excellent resistance training for the entire body
while in the act of jumping. Only training until your explosiveness tapers
also benefits jumping higher because you are only operating within your
capacity to explode without training to exhaustion.

Exercise Name: Shallow Single Leg Jumps
Exercise Description: In hip deep water, balance on one leg, squat down
and then explosively jump up.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: The full body water resistance is
beneficial to muscle confusion. Being in the water allows the joints to mend
and thicken because it is a very low impact environment. The exercise itself
isolates one leg, therefore targeting one leg at a time. This allows the
weaker leg of the two to benefit more than from a two legged jump. Even
though this is jumping off one leg, the entire body is meeting resistance,
therefore benefiting immensely.
Exercise Name: Single Leg Butt Kickers
Exercise Description: Balance on the ball of 1 foot while holding the
other foot in the air. In a single explosive movement with the foot on the
ground, bring it up behind you slapping the heel against your buttocks,
then land on the same foot. Avoid landing on the heel of the foot as this will
jar the joints unnecessarily over time. Repeat until you taper. Taper means
when a rep is not as explosive as the previous rep. Remember how many
reps you do the first set for each leg. When the number of reps in
subsequent sets drops to about half that of the first set, then that is the final
set for both legs.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: Single leg butt kickers in the water are
more forgiving with respect to having to bring the leg from the ground up,
hit the heel against your gluteus, and return to the ground to land. In water,
you have all that resistance of the water making it really tough to hit your
gluteus with the heel—even though you have plenty of time to land between
reps.

Exercise Name: Double Leg Shallow Water Jumps
Exercise Description: Stand in hip deep water and crouch down.
Explosively jump upwards and land with both legs.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: This is a game-like jump exercise in a
foreign training environment. This can help athletes find their most
efficient positioning of jump movement naturally. The more one is
streamlined in the water, the less resistance. Streamlining in water means
keeping one’s spine more aligned and movements more economical, all of
which benefit jumping higher on land.
Exercise Name: Kangaroo Jumps
Exercise Description: This is a two legged continuous jumping
movement, up and forward. Think of this as a sprint while jumping. It is
also great to do this exercise competitively when you have multiple athletes
training at the same time.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: The full body water resistance is
beneficial to muscle confusion. Being in the water allows the joints to mend
and thicken because it is a very low impact environment. Competitive
training can bring out 2 to 3 times as much effort from an athlete. Jumping
with the entire body in a sprint pushes an athlete into sustained fast twitch,
but sustained for only 1 length of the pool to keep it anaerobic.
Exercise Name: Deep Water Block Jumps
Exercise Description: Stand in shoulder deep water and crouch down.
Explosively jump upwards and land with both legs.
Benefits to Jumping Higher: This is a game-like jump exercise in a
foreign training environment. This can help athletes find their most
efficient positioning of jump movement naturally. The more one is
streamlined in the water, the less resistance. Streamlining in water means
keeping one’s spine more aligned and movements more economical, all of
which benefit jumping higher on land. In addition, the shoulder deep water
is exceptional for keeping an athlete in low impact conditions while adding
more resistance.

